




THE 4-H ELECTRICITY CLUB
4t *ea'

Purpose
1. To help understand what electricity is and how it works.
2. To learn to use electricity safely.
3. To learn how to splice and tape electric wires, repair or assemble

electric cords, become acquainted with electric terms, and other
useful information.

Materials Needed For Project
1. Boards, hinges, handle, screwsfor making a tool box. (See

Job 1.)
2. Meditim size screwdriver.
3. Jackknife.
4. Pliersa pair each of lineman's, lougnose, and slip joint would be

advisable. The slip-joint pliers are the least needed.
. Small roll of friction tape.

6. Small roll of rubber tape.
7. Later, needs or wants may include materials and tools for solder-

ing. Two or three sockets and plugs, some electric cord, a
lamp bulb OF two, and perhaps other things nmy be needed, (IC-

pending on what major projects are undertaken.

Job I. Building a Tool Chest
Every club member should provide himself or herself with a

tool chest so that tools and small supplies can be kept safe and handy.
Building this box should be the first undertaking, as it is lots of fun
and good experience besides.

If the lumber listed below is not available, members should con-
sult their leaders about using plywood, or boards from old boxes, etc.

A complete list of tools owned and kept in the chest should be
prepared and fastened on the inside of the tool-chest cover.

Materials needed for chest
1 piece 1" x 8"-3 ft. long
1 piece 1" x 1O"-4 ft. long
2 small but strong hinges
1 hasp and hook or tool box fastener
I carrying handle
Screws and nails
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In making eyes for electrical connection, use the following pro-
cedure:

1. Remove ," to '" of insulation. Peel the insulation in the
same manner as you would sharpen a pencil. Be careful not
to damage the wire. if linemen's pliers are available, the
wire can be inserted through the handle side of the pliers
next to the jaw. Pressing on the handles of the pliers will
then break the insulation without damaging the wires.

2. Clean the wire by scraping with a knife.
3. Make a right angle bend in the wire and, by using long nose

pliers, draw the end around to form the eye.

Common splice (Western Union splice)
The common splice is used where it is desired to splice two

\vires to form one straight continuous wire. It will take a great deal
of pull without breaking if properly macIc.

1. Remove about 3" of insulation from the ends of each wire.
2. Clean the wires by scraping with a knife.

Method of Making Common Splice
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3. Using pliers, make a right angle bend on each wire.
4. Hold the wires together tightly with a pair of pliers at the

joint. Then with a second pair of pliers wrap the loose ends
to form a finished splice.

Center tap
This splice is used largely where you have a continuous wire

onto which it is desired to tap an additional wire.

Center Tap

1. Remove about 1k" of insulation on the main wire.
2. Remove about 1" of insulation from the wire to be attached.
3. Clean both wires by scraping with a knife.
4. Splice wires as shown.

"Pig-tail" splice
This splice is used in outlet boxes Or other places where there

is no pull on the wires.
1. Remove about 1Y' of in-

sulation from the ends . \ /7
of the wires to be spliced. W

2. Clean wires by scraping
with a knife.

linemen's

bending the ends back as "Pig-iaiI" Splice
shown.

End tap
This splice may be used where it is desired to take a small

feeder wire from a larger wire. It is very hard to make a pig-tail
splice when the two wires are of different sizes. A convenient
splice to use would be the end tap.
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1. Remove 11" of the in-
sulation froni the cod of ... -- ;

the larger wire.
2. Remove about 2 of the

insulation froni the End Tap

3. Clean the wire by scrap-
ing with a knife.

4. Starting from the insulated end of the large wire, wrap
smaller wire as shown, then clamp the larger \ire over the
twisted small wire as shown.

Soldering
Soldering may be done with an alcohol or gasoline blow torch,

an electric-, or an externally-heated soldering iron. Whichever way
is used, the wires must he clean and bright before attempting to
solder them.

Apply a small amount of soldering flux or paste. (Not necessary
if rosin-core solder is used.) Then heat \vire and apply solder to

Wire too cool to melt
solder properly

B
Wire too hot - solder mostly

'I runs down and off.

c
(Ji Wire just right

Solder bonds to all turns.
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should not be bulky but the friction tape must cover every bit of the
rubber tape. As von complete vindmg on the friction tape it can
be torn off the balance of lb c roll.

Job 3. Makng a Spike Board
After having mastered the art of making, solderuig. and taping

wire splices the member will desire to make up a "splice board' in
order to exhibit his handiwork.

The board should be smooth and clean. A hoard 18" x 30" is
recommended. It may have a second board nailed flat along the
bottom to serve as a base so it will stand upright Iw itself, or von
may have other ideas of making it more attractive.

Two or three steps showing the preparatiolm of the wire for
splicing, as well as the completed splice, niav be mounted on the
board. Each exhibit shnuld be plainly marked with suitable labels
as shown on page 10.

Job 4. Cords, Plugs, and Sockets
Tying underwriters' knots and attaching cords to plug caps

There are two wav to attach
cords to plug Caps. The initial
stej) in either method is to bring
the cord through the Cal) about
5". then remove 3" of the out-
side in sulat ion from the end of

Underwrers' Knot

the cord, being careful not to
(laniage the inside insulation.
Next, remove " of this inside
insulation from the end of each
wire At this point von can
either tie the underwriters' knot
as slio ii, or the single over-
hand knot. ilither method is
acceptable ; howm er, if cord is
to have any severe pull omm it.
the u1m(her\vriter km )l i recom-
lflelm(led.

Tie an undervriter s knot as
illustrated on the left.
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When the knot has been tied,
push the knot into the plug and

- bring the loose ends of the wires
back of and around the contact posts

- as shown. Now fasten the wires
securely under the binding screws,

using an eve loop similar to that made in Job 2. Remember to have
the eye loop twisting in the same direction as the binding screws
tighten.

Assembling a brass shell socket
The common brass shell socket (key or pull chain) is used on

some extension cords and on some electrical fixtures. Purchase a
socket and learn how it is made. The socket will come apart at the
band just above the key. You can separate the two sections by
grasping the socket in your hand, then with your thumb near the
word "press," squeeze the shell and lift off the cap. You can now
remove the inner mechanism. Be sure that you note how the parts
fit together so you can reassemble them properly. Practice taking
the socket apart and putting it together properly.

Now you are ready to attach the cord. Here are the steps you
should follow

1. Be sure that you first place the cap over the cord. Otherwise
the cord will be attached to the body and the cap cannot be
fastened. (Remember the cord is usually in a fixture.)

PARTS IN A BRASS SHELL SOCKET

BRASS SHELL SOCKET ASSEMBLED

COVER
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2. Tie an underwriters' knot, leaving about 1 " of the wire to
run to the binding screws.

3. Strip the insulation from the wires, This type of socket
is usually connccted to a lamp cord of stranded wire.

4. Twist the loose strands of each wire and place the ends under
the binding screws. Be sure to bend the eve loops under the
binding screws in the proper direction. (A drop of solder
on the loose ends will hold the strands together.)

'. Replace the fiber shell over the socket.

6. Attach the socket body to the cap and the job is complete.

Job 5. Making Up a Test Lamp

Vou will find a test lamp very useful ill testing circuits, locating
blown fuses, short circuits, and open circuits. It is easy to make and
the cost is small. To make the test lamp you will need a weather-
proof socket with two lengths of No. 12 rubber covered wire at-
tached, and a roll of friction
tape.

Here are the steps to
follow

1. Screw a 25-watt, 120-
volt bulb into the wea-
ther-proof socket.

2. Remove the insulation
from the ends of the
\vire leads. You will
want about 1" of bare
wire exposed.

3. Bend the leads back over
the light bulb as shown.

4. Tape the wires to the
socket using the friction
tape.

25W Bu'b

Weather - proof
Socket

Tape

Safety rule: Be sure to be careful in using the test lamp to keep
your hands and fingers on the insulated section of the socket and
wire. Do not touch the exposed ends of the leads. You can check
ally I 20-volt circuit with this test lamp to make certain whether the
circuit is "hot."
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Job 6. Making Trouble Lamp or Cord
In working out this job the 4-H member will have a choice of

making up a trouble lamp or an extension cord. Probably boys will
prefer to make up the trotible lamp as it is very handy when working
around a car in the home garage, working around a tractor, electric
pump, milking machine, compressor, etc. Girls, on the other hand,
may feel that a silk-covered or light-weight rubber-covered extension
cord will be more useful to them as it can be used to connect up a
bridge lamp, bed lamp, radio, or some other home appliance.

Material needed for trouble lamp
20 to 30 feet good rubber-covered, 2-wire No. 14 flexible cord
One plug cap
One rubber handle portable lamp guard and cord grip
One 75- or 100-watt lamp

Material needed for extension cord
8 to 15 feet silk-covered or colored 2-wire No. 16 light cord
One plug cap
One brass shell socket

In making up either the lamp cord or trouble light you should
keep in mind all the things you have learned in previous undertakings.
Check with your leader as you go along to be sure that you are doing
it right.

Job 7. Elecfric Fuses
The electric fuse is the "safety valve" of an electric circuit.
Whenever a wire carries an electric current a certain amount of

heat is generated in the wire.
If only a small amount of electricity is flowing in a large wire

then you would not notice the small amount of heat that would be
generated.

If a large electric current was flowing in a small wire the wire
would become exceedingly hot. That is the way fires are sometimes
started by an electric current.

A fuse is made to be inserted in an electrical circuit to auto-
maticaily cut off the electricity by opening the circuit before a wire
gets hot enough to create a fire hazard.

Since a small wire can carry only a small amount of electricity
safely, while a large wire can carry a much larger amount of current
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safely, you can see that the fuse size must be chosen to match the
"capacity" or the size of the wire.

The 'Underwriters' Laboratories," who are authorities on this
subject, say that the maximum size fuse that should be used with
No. 14 wire is 15 amperes, and with No. 12 wire is 20 amperes.

A fuse is a very simple device, as the accompanying diagram
shows. Starting with one of the wires corning from the "electric
supply" the current would flow through the "fuse link" (A to the
lamp, and then back through the other wire to the supply again.

TO ELECTRIC SUPPLY

US

WIRE

E PLUG

The 'fuse link" is the secret of the whole device. It is made of
a metal that melts easily, like solder.

Tf too much electricity tries to go through this fuse link, it be-
gins to get hot, like a wire. Unlike wire, beforeit gets hot enough
to start a fire or damage your electrical equipment, it melts, or
"blows," and breaks the circuit. Then no more current can flow until
the fuse has been replaced.

if the proper size fuse is used it will blow only if the circuit is
''overloaded" ( carrying too much electric current) or if a ''short
circuit" should occur somewhere on the line or in the appliance.

A ''short circuit'' is created when two bare wires come together.
This sometimes occurs also when water, chemicals, or chemical
fumes get into the \vin(lings of a motor or other device.

A fuse should never be depended upon to keep you from
getting a "shock." All electric wires should be treated as
"live wires" whether they are fused or not, unless you posi-
tively know that they are "dead."

A burned out, or "blown fuse," of the ''plug" type can he told
by looking at the little transparent window in front. Your leader
will show you what a good and what a burned-out fuse looks like.

After thinking over what you have just read you will agree that
it would be a very dangerous thing ever to use fuses that are too big
for the wire size used in the circuit, or to tamper \villl fuses in
any \vav.

The size of the fuse is given in amperes and the "plug" fuses
used in your home should generally not he larger than 15 amperes.
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The Safe Use of ElecfrkHy
Electricity is your friend and helper, strive to keep it that way

and don't mistreat it. Learn the safe way to work with this friend.
Too many persons fail to recognize electrical hazards since they

are unfamiliar with the basic fundamentals. Through the "jobs"
you complete in this project you will increase your knowledge and
can then do a great deal towards preventing the possibility of shock
and fire caused by electricity.

Let's look at some of the safe procedures.

Electrical shock
Never guess about whether

a circuit is alive or not. Con-
sider every one alive until
proved otherwise.

Never touch any wire of
a circuit unless you know that
it is dead.

Never touch a light fixture
or cord when standing in a wet
place.

Never attempt to repair
cords or appliances without dis-
connecting them.

Never replace fuses with-
out first pulling switch.

Never remove an electric
cord by jerking or pulling; pull
only on the plug itself.

Never install temporary
electric wiring or apparatus;
make every job safe.

Have all wiring done cor-
rectly and keep in repair.

Never fly kites near elec-
tric power lines. The kite
string may cause a short circuit
between the line and the ground.

Never use portable tools
that are not grounded.
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If the victim of electric shock has ceased breathing, it is essen-
tial that artificial respiration he applied immediately if his life is to
he saved. He must first he removed from the live condtictor but his
rescuer must not make the mistake of coming in contact with the
live circuit himself. l'or details of the proper procedure in rescuing
and restoring the victim of electric shock, the reader is referred to
the standard First Aid Mantial (American Red Cross).

Fire caused by electricity
Use proper fire extinguisher when combating fires where there

is live electric equipment. Use dry chemical, carbon dioxide, or a
vaporizing liquid. Don't use water, soda and acid, foam, loaded
stream or antifreeze types of fire extinguishers on electrical fires,
as they ma\ result in fatal shocks.

Do not Icave heating appli-
ances turned on when not in
tise.

A blown fuse may indicate
a short circuit; replace fuie
only after proper investigation
of cause. Never use a penny or
my substitute in a fuse socket.

only proper capacity
fuses in fuse blocks.

Do not place apphance
cords in door jambs or under
rugs where the insulation may
be worn off.

Bad electrical connections,
broken or exposed wires, poor
switches cause fires. Always
check these.

Check electrical appliances
to see that they are approved by
the Underwriters' Laboratories.

Do not place appliance
cords over stoves, heaters, steam
pipes or water pipes. ihe in-
sulation will melt or rot in time.

Do not attempt to make
any repairs that should be clone
by a licensed electrician.
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Electrical Terms*

Every member of a 4-H Electricity Club should become familiar
with a few of the most common electrical terms and know what they
mean. Before discussing VOLTS, AMPERES, WATTS, and
KILOWATTS, let us take a look at the water system portrayed
here.

LTIii
If you were in the water business and wanted to be stire that a

customer at B would get all the water he needed from your tank at A,
you would do two things. First, you would put the tank up high
enough to be sure that you had plenty of pressure (pounds per square
inch). The second thing you would do is to be sure that the pipe
running from A to B was large enough to carry the supply of
water that was needed.

We would know that if the pipe were too small, or if the tank
was practically on the same level as the customer, so that the pressure
was very poor, it would not matter very much how large the tank
was because the customer would still not get a very good flow of
water from his faucet.

* in the following explanation of 'electrical terms" the 4-H member vill
understand that the explanations have been kept just as simple as possible.
Actually the formulas given apply directly only to the most simple direct current
circuits and a few alternating current circints, like incandescent light or elec-
tric heater circuits. When we get into more complicated circuits, such as those
required for motors, transformers, fluorescent lights, etc., other natural laws,
such as inductance, capacitance, power factor, phase, reactance, etc., enter into
the calculations. However, for practical purposes, explanations given in this
article will suffice for the beginner in a 4-H Electricity Club Project.
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in considering electric circuits we find a situation that is much
the same. We must have pressure, and we must have a conductor
of sufficient size to carry the amount of electric current that we want
to deliver to the customer. in electricity we do not measure pressure
in "pounds per square inch" as we do with water. The term used
for designating electric pressure is the VOLT.

Likewise, in measuring electric current flow we do not use the
term "gallons per minute" as we do in measuring water. The term
for measuring electric current (low is the AMPERE.

The resistance to a flow of electricity through a wire is measured
in OHMS, so the word OHM becomes the unit of electrical
resistance.

Consider this illustration : If you want to deliver a good supply
of electricity from the generator to the customer's lamp at B you
must have a generator (A) capable of producing enough VOLTS to
drive the proper number of AMPERES (current flow) through the
wires to the lamp. in addition, the wires must be large enough to
have a low resistance (OHMS) to permit the (leSiredi number of
AMLERES to get through.

Can von tell what is wrong with this picture

vTJuI uv,III

ou know right away that something is wrong. You know that
your customer could not get a big stream of water at faucet (B), no
matter how big the water main at (A) was, because your customer's
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pipe (C) is too small. Likewise, in the electric circuit shown
below, no matter how good an electric supply the electric company
provided at the switch and meter of your house, there would be very
poor service at the toaster if the wires from the switch to the toaster
were too small. This principle also holds true for an appliance like
a milking machine, a pump motor, or even a lamp.

Now that you have learned the way of electric circuits, you
should again review the definitions of three of the electric terms:

A VOLT is the unit of electric pressure.
An AMPERE is the unit of current flow.
An OHM is the unit of electrical resistance.

Relationship between the VOLT, AMPERE, and OHM
If you think about the water system again, you will recognize

that if you raise the tank to twice the height it is at present you will
have twice the pressure. Therefore, you would deliver twice as
much water through the pipe to customer B if you left the pipe the
same size and the same length.

Also understand that if you were to double the size of the pipe
from the tank to the customer, leaving the tank at the same height,
so that it would still have the same pressure, you would also get
twice as much water to the customer. Thus, you can see there is a
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very definite relationship between the pressure and the size of the
pipe (the resistance) and the amount of water that flows. This
relationship also holds true in electric circuits.

Many, many years ago a man by the name of OHM discovered
that:

AMPERES (or current flow) =
VOLTS (or electrical pressure)

OHMS (or resistance)

In other words, AMPERES equals VOLTS divided by OHMS.

Electrical power measurements
Now that we have established the meaning of the VOLT,

AMPERE, and OHM there are two other electrical terms which are
equally important for you to know. One of these is the WATT and
the'other is the KILOWATT.

In thinking of power from your stationary gasoline engine,
tractor, or automobile engine, you would think in terms of horse-
power. Electrical power, too, sometimes is measured in horsepower,
but a more convenient term for electric power is the WATT or
KILOWATT. Therefore, the WATT is the unit of electrical power.
KILO is Latin for 1,000, so a KILOWATT equals 1,000 WATTS.
It is still a unit of electrical power. In very simple electric circuits
we can find out how many WATTS of power there are by multi-
plying the VOLTS times AMPERES, so:

WATTS = VOLTS >< AMPERES

Since there are 1,000 WATTS in one KILOWATT, we must
therefore divide by 1,000 to find the number of KILOWATTS.

VOLTS X AMPERES
KILOWATTS =______________

1,000

Example 1: If you have an incandescent lamp that takes 1

AMPERE (current flow) at 100 VOLTS (pressure), the
VOLTS times the AMPERES (100X 1) equals 100 which
would mean that you had a 100-WATT (power) lamp.

Example 2: If you have an incandescent lamp that takes 100
VOLTS (pressure) and 5 AMPERES (flow) of current,
the VOLTS times AMPERES (100 X 5) equals 500
WATTS (power). You would therefore have a 500-
WATT lamp.
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Example 3: If you have a large heater that takes 50 AM-
PERES (current flow) at 220 VOLTS (pressure), the
VOLTS X AMPERES (50 X 220) would mean that you
had an 1 1,000-WATT (power) heater.

If you want to rate this 11,000 WATT heater in KILOWATTS,
instead of WATTS, divide by 1,000 and find that your heater is an
11 KILOWATT (power) heater.

What is a WATT-HOUR, a KILOWATT-HOUR?
If you use one WATT of electrical power for one hour, you

would be using one WATT-HOUR of electric energy. If you
burned the 100-WATT lamp mentioned in Example 1 for one
hour you would be using 100 WATT-HOURS. If you burned the
500-WATT lamp mentioned in Example 2 for two hours you would
be using 1,000 WATT-HOURS. If you operated the 11 KiLO-
WATT heater for three hours then you would be using 33 KILO-
WATT-HOURS. This brings us to the following conclusions
(again keeping in mind that we considered simple circuits only)

A WATT-HOUR = WATTS times HOURS

A KILOWATT-HOUR = KILOWATTSX HOURS, or

A KILOWATT-HOUR =
WATTS X HOURS

1,000

The WATT-HOUR or the KILOWATT-HOUR is the unit of
electric energy, or the amount of power used.



SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR
LEADERS of 4-H ELECTRICITY CLUBS

Before undertaking to lead a 4-H Electricity Club the prospective leader
should ask hinisel f whether he has a genuine interest iii the study of the
natural laws and phenomena that is electricity. He should have considerable
mechanical ability and of course should he interested in the subject lie is
teaclung. If properly presented, the subject will then interest the boys and
girls too.

The leader who undertakes to organize and conduct a success ful 4-H
Electricity ('liii) undoubtedly will find Ins resource fnlness and ingenuity taxed to
the utmost. This very fact shonld make this type of cliii) one of the most
interesting proj ects lie could undertake.

Several booklets on fundamentals of electricity, on the use and care of
electric farm devices and appliances, and on lioni e and fat-in I igh it itig and
related subjects have been made available 1w various mannfactnrers, liv Exten-
sion Service departments, liv public utilities. it is suggested that the leader
may desire to familiarize himself with the material available to hum without
charge, as he undoubtedl will find much hielji ful in formation in these booklets.

The following ideas listed according to the job numbers given in the
4-H Electricity Club Manual will help the leader to prepare lumsel iii pre-
senting the subj ects.

Job 1.

It is believed that the club tueiobers o ill gani good practice in reading
diagrams and following printed instruct ions Ii allowing tl eni all i issil)le indi-
vidual responsibility in making their tool chests.

The leader who has had practical experience in the use of tools can often
give Ins mcml iers good advice on law to hold and use a saw, hatunier, plane,
etc. He can explain the difference bet oveen a cut-oil saw and a rip-saw. He
will show them how to follow the out side of ii moe in sawing, start nai Is and
screws, keep their tools in good order, and in every way encourage sd f-dc-
penolence and safety.

'I'he cost of the materials for a tool ho x that was nioule up as a sample
amounted to exactly $2.00. 11 this proves to he too much of a stumbling block
in the way of Ins members getting started in the project, it may be that he can
work out a plan using ii1 istitute materials 0 at the boa and girl will have
avai lalile in their own homes.

In fitting out the tool box it may be impossible for each member to have a
full set of tools ._At the leader's discretion lie ma arrange hits club sessions
so that if one or two complete sets of toils arc available in tIme entire club all
members may lie able to complete their work by taking turns with the tools.

Job 2.
By going to his power company or electrical contractor in advance of thus

undertaking, tIme leader will be able to obtain enongli pieces of usable wire to
take care of the members' needs in niaking splices. No. 12 B & S rubber-
covered wire is particularly recommended, though No. 14 would also do.

The leader probably will have the only set of soldering tools and materials
in the club if the members are in time lower ag-c lirttckets. He should supervise
this part of the work very carefully, stressing safety all along the way. It
might be a good plan to I aye a tul e of goo I liii i-li ojutmim omit avai hal ole ''just in

case."

23
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Job 3.

Making a splice display board offers an opportunity for initiative on the
part of the individual members. The completed boards can be used as exhibits
at "parents' nights" affairs, 4-H and County Fairs, etc. They may be judged
competitively and awarded ribbons or recognition according to their neatness,
workmanship, completeness, labeling, etc.

Job 4.

For this project the leader may supply the materials himself, or he may
ask the members to bring brass shell sockets, plugs, parts of extension cord,
etc. Every member individually should be asked to attach a piece of cord to a
socket and to a plug. Inspection will show whether the wire has been wrapped
around the screws in the proper direction before tightening; whether there is a
possibility of a short circuit because of nicks in the insulation, "fuzzy" wire,
etc.; if the Underwriters' knot is correctly made; and other factors that will
contribute to appearance, good electrical characteristics, and safety.

Job 5.

Each member should he encouraged to make up a test lamp for himself
and keep it as a permanent part of his equipment in his tool chest. The cost is
low. Sockets may be secured at electric or variety Stores As a member
progresses in his work he will dud the test lamp useful in many ways, such as
checking for burned out fuses, broken appliance cords, burned out elements in
toasters, irons, etc.

Job 6.

A trouble lamp is practical and easy to make, especially for the boy mem-
bers. Girls more likely will be interested in making up extension cords, using
silk or colored rubber cords.

The value of Job 6 largely will be in the hands of the leader. If careless
or poor workmanship is permitted it will fail in its purpose. If careful, com-
petent workmanship is required, then the resultant products of the members
will have much practical value for the boy or girl, and in addition be a source
of much pride to the member, to his parents, and to Ins leader.

Job 7.

Considerable ingeututy ma be
exercised by the resourceful leader
in presenting this subject.

He might, for instance, make
up the fuse block illustrated here.
By using 30-ampere fuses and con-
necting up a 1,500 watt space heater
with a short piece of twisted pair
No. 19 iron telephone wire, show
how the wrong combination of fuse
size and wire creates a clefinte fire
hazard.

Then by using larger wire and
smaller fuses lie can demonstrate
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the safety of proper fusing. He should provide himself with fuses in 2 amp.,
5 amp., 10 amp., 15 amp., and 30 amp, sizes if he wishes to conduct a full line
of experiments. This job offers an excellent opportunity to stress and to dem-
onstrate safety, and all experiments should be conducted with particular
emphasis on, and attention to, safe practices.

In order to he sure that all experiments work out according to plan, it
might be well for the leader to do a little experimenting on his own before
attempting to present the subject to his members.

Electrical Terms
The study of electrical terms may well be made a part of each meeting

after the completion of Job 1. In presenting this subject the leader should
stress the fact that learning the simple meanings of such words as Volt,
Ampere, Ohm, Watt, and Kilowatt clues not qualify his members as electrical
engineers. If an electrical project is continued over a period of two or three
years considerable more attention anti explanation will be given to the theory
of electricity which makes it advisable for the beginners to understand that the
subject is not completely covered in the first year's work and that there are
many, man\' things yet to be learned about how electricity is measured, how it
functions, and how its values are calculated.

If every member is made to understand fully, as far as we go in the first
year's work, just one of the terms, such as "Volt" or "Ampere," at one meeting,
progress will have been made. As this portion of each evening's work is taken
up it will be well to review the previous work by asking questions concerning
the terms studied.

It is also recommended that each leader assist the members of his club in
performing a few simple experiments dealing with magnetic lines of force.
These experiments will not only add interest to the work, but will also help
to fix the fundamental principles of electricity in members' minds. A few sug-
gestions for these experiments, which may be spread over a number of meet-
ings, are presented as follows.

Experiment 1.
Materials required for this experiment are

A permanent magnet
A sheet of plain white paper
A small quantity of iron filings

In this experiment the sheet of paper is laid over the magnet, the filings
are sprinkled on the paper over the magnet. The paper is then tapped until the
filings arrange themselves into a pattern showing the flow of magnetic flux.
The leader can explain that similar lines of force surround every conductor
carrying a current of electricity. He can also explain that as the work con-
tinues into the second antI third years the operation anti purpose of trans-
formers, circuit-breakers, generators, antI motors will he more fully explained
and that these experiments will help them to understand these explanations
when made,

Experiment 2.
A small, light needle may be magnetized by the use of the permanent

magnet. The needle may then be floated on a small china or glass dish of
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water. If no other magnetic force or magnet is near it will assume the proper-
ties of a compass and point north and south.

By holding the north pole of a permanent magnet near the south pole of
a needle, the needle will be attracted to the magnet. By reversing the magnet
and presenting its south pole to the south pole of tIle needle, the needle will be
repelled. Conclusion: Unlike poles attract; like poles repel.

Later in the course of this experiment, by the use of nails, bits of copper
wire, and other metals show the members that, while iron and steel have mag-
netic properties, copper, brass, silver, wood, and plastics do not.

Experiment 3.
A small electro-magnet may be made by winding a few turns of No. 20

to 24 magnet wire on a 12-penny nail. The coil can be energized by means of
one or two dry cells. The experiment outlined in one and two can be repeated,
using the electro-nsagnet in place of the permanent magnet. It can also be
shown that the polarity of the electro-magnet is reversed by reversing the battery
connections to the coil; in other words, the polarity is dependent upon the
direction in which the current flows through the coil.

Experiment 4.
If two or three dry cells are available the club members may be shown how

to connect them either in series or in parallel. They can be shown how the
Voltage is increased by series connection while the Ampere capacity is increased
as a result of parallel connections.

Experiment 5.
A small buzzer may be constructed at practically no expense to show one

of the most simple and fundamental ways of obtaining power and movement
from an electric current. The sketch will be self-explanatory.
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